
Personalized Address Label Sheets

Quantity 500 Labels - $8.45 250 Labels - $6.45
Color: Clear Gold White Flag Rainbow
Personalized Address Label Rolls

Quantity 500 Labels - $10.95 250 Labels - $8.95
Color: Clear White Gold Foil Silver Foil Red Foil Rainbow (solid color label, variety of colors)

Cascading Colors (pastels all on multi-colored label) Stonewashed Assortment
Dispenser:  Add a plastic roll labels dispenser for $1.00

Monogram: Line 1:
(Specify the initial or No Monogram) Line 2:
Style: Italic  (No ALL CAPS) Line 3:

Block Line 4:
(Maximum of 28 characters/spaces per line)

Email Address
(so we can send you an order confirmation)

Shipping Information
Name:
Address: Label-Headquarters.com

RDS Services, Inc
892 Deer Valley Road NW
Willis, VA  24380

Phone:
(so we can contact you with any questions about your order) Total Amt Enclosed:_________

Phone: (540) 200-8774Email: support@label-headquarters.com

Mail your order & make your 
check out to:

Personalize your label by selecting the Monogram, Style and Text

To order, select either the smaller sheet labels or the larger roll labels and 
indicate the quantity and color.  Personalize your label by selecting the 
monogram and style and entering the text.  Mail this form and your check to 
the address indicated.  Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

Text will be centered automatically on the label unless 
a Monogram is selected.

These economy sheeted address labels measure approximately 1 7/8" x 5/8".  Labels can be 
personalized with up to 4 lines, with a limit of 28 letters and spaces maximum per line.  Choose 
Block or Italic  type style.

Rolled address labels can be personalized with up to 4 lines, limit 28 letters and spaces maximum 
per line. Address labels measure approximately 2½" x ¾". A paperboard dispenser is included 
with every order, select an elegant plastic dispenser for an additional $1.00.  

For additional details and more design & icon options  visit our website http://www.label-headquarters.com.


